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ABSTRACT
Aims. We carry out a statistical study of the inferred coronal loop cross-sectional density profiles using extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
imaging data from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO).
Methods. We analysed 233 coronal loops observed during 2015/2016. We consider three models for the density profile; the step
function (model S ), the linear transition region profile (model L), and a Gaussian profile (model G). Bayesian inference is used to
compare the three corresponding forward modelled intensity profiles for each loop. These are constructed by integrating the square
of the density from a cylindrical loop cross section along the line of sight, assuming an isothermal cross section, and applying the
instrumental point spread function.
Results. Calculating the Bayes factors for comparisons between the models, it was found that in 47 % of cases there is very strong
evidence for model L over model S and in 45 % of cases very strong evidence for model G over S . Using multiple permutations of the
Bayes factor the favoured density profile for each loop was determined for multiple evidence thresholds. There were a similar number
of cases where model L or G are favoured, showing evidence for inhomogeneous layers and constantly varying density cross sections,
subject to our assumptions and simplifications.
Conclusions. For sufficiently well resolved loop threads with no visible substructure it has been shown that using Bayesian inference
and the observed intensity profile we can distinguish between the proposed density profiles at a given AIA wavelength and spatial
resolution. We have found very strong evidence for inhomogeneous layers, with model L being the most general, and a tendency
towards thicker or even continuous layers.
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1. Introduction
The solar corona is highly structured, due to a combination of
the low-β plasma parameter and the magnetic field that pene-
trates it from the lower atmosphere. The hot coronal plasma ap-
pears to fill in the magnetic flux tubes in certain locations, nor-
mally within active regions, forming the curved coronal loops
and threads observed by extreme ultraviolet (EUV) imagers. The
precise nature of coronal loop formation, and their transverse
and longitudinal structure is still debated. The transverse den-
sity structure of coronal loops is currently of high importance,
as outlined below, and is the focus of this study.
There have been multiple studies of the transverse structure
of coronal loops with each generation of EUV imagers (e.g.
Bray & Loughhead 1985; Aschwanden & Nightingale 2005;
Aschwanden & Boerner 2011; Peter et al. 2013). The major-
ity of such studies note that the transverse intensity profile of
the loops resembles a Gaussian peak, which is used to estimate
the loop position, width and intensity contrast. To infer the den-
sity structure from these intensity profiles the relationship be-
tween the density profile of a coronal loop and its appearance
in EUV images needs to be understood. The emission in a par-
ticular spectral range in the EUV band depends on the plasma
density and temperature. Additionally, coronal plasma is opti-
cally thin and so multiple structures along the observational line
of sight (LOS) will be superimposed in the observations. Finally,
the characteristics of the instrument should also be taken into ac-
count.
Coronal loops are generally considered to consist of a core
of uniform density with an inhomogeneous layer surrounding it.
Using data from the Transition Region And Coronal Explorer
(TRACE; Handy et al. 1999), Aschwanden et al. (2003) mea-
sured the thickness of the non-uniform layer for multiple loops
based on a density profile with a sinusoidal transition layer and
a uniform core. When the effects of the relationship between
the intensity and density, LOS integration and the instrumen-
tal point spread function (PSF) were included this density pro-
file was capable of reproducing the observed intensity profile.
Aschwanden et al. (2007) performed a large scale study of the
transverse structure of loops, using intensity profiles based on
step function and constantly varying density profiles.
Analysed loops have been found to range from near isother-
mal to highly multi-thermal. Aschwanden & Boerner (2011)
performed a systematic study of the cross-sectional tempera-
ture structure of coronal loops using the Atmospheric Imaging
Assembly (AIA) on the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO;
Lemen et al. 2012), finding evidence for near isothermal loop
cross-sections. High-resolution Coronal Imager (Hi-C) data was
used to measure the Gaussian widths of multiple loops, finding a
distribution that peaked at 270 km, the temperature distributions
were also found to be narrow (Brooks et al. 2013). Further ex-
amples for narrow temperature ranges in coronal loops include
(e.g. Warren et al. 2008). However, there are examples of multi-
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thermal loops (Schmelz et al. 2010; Nistico` et al. 2014a, 2017)
and active, or flaring, loops should also be multi-thermal.
The unresolved sub-structure of coronal loops is also de-
bated, i.e.loops (or threads) which appear monolithic may be
comprised of multiple smaller threads with a certain filling fac-
tor. Despite numerous studies using multiple instruments no
clear consensus has been reached (e.g. Reale et al. 2011; Brooks
et al. 2012; Peter et al. 2013; Brooks et al. 2016; Krishna Prasad
et al. 2017). However, it appears the lower limit of thread widths
is close to being resolved, with a lower limit of 100 km predicted
(Aschwanden & Peter 2017).
The transverse structure of coronal loops can be determined
from, and is integral to, the study of the oscillations they ex-
hibit. Kink, or transverse, oscillations of coronal loops are one
of the most intensively studied examples of magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) waves in the Solar system. These waves have been
clearly observed by EUV imagers such as AIA. The initial detec-
tions (Aschwanden et al. 1999; Nakariakov et al. 1999) showed
rapid damping, and this is now attributed to resonant absorption
(e.g. Ruderman & Roberts 2002; Goossens et al. 2002). This the-
ory is dependant on the existence of a non-uniform layer, where
there is a transition between the density inside and outside the
loop. The gradient of the Alfve´n speed, and therefore the trans-
verse density profile, then determines the spatial and temporal
scales over which the waves are dissipated and the energy is
deposited (e.g Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Cally 1991; Soler &
Terradas 2015). The phase mixing length scale defined by Mann
et al. (1995) was reproduced by numerical simulations of propa-
gating kink waves (Pascoe et al. 2010), while the corresponding
Alfve´n wave lifetime has been seismologically calculated using
standing kink waves (Pascoe et al. 2016a).
Large scale statistical studies of kink oscillations (Zimovets
& Nakariakov 2015; Goddard et al. 2016) have recently been
performed. This work lead to the confirmation of the presence
of non-exponential damping envelopes of some of the oscilla-
tions studied (Pascoe et al. 2016b). This can be attributed to the
damping profile proposed in Pascoe et al. (2012, 2013), which
has subsequently been used to perform seismology, including the
use of Bayseian model comparison (Pascoe et al. 2016a, 2017a).
In Pascoe et al. (2017b) the result of this seismology was com-
pared to density profiles estimated from the EUV intensity for
one coronal loop. Arregui et al. (2015) considered the depen-
dence of seismological information on the inhomogeneous layer
density profile, without the use of the non-exponential section of
the damping envelope, meaning inversion curves were obtained
and compared for the different density profiles.
The transverse density structure can also play an important
role in understanding and detecting nonlinear effects. Terradas
et al. (2008) performed a nonlinear numerical study of kink os-
cillations, finding that shear instabilities develop and deform the
boundary of the loop. They related their results to the devel-
opment of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) for torsional
Alfve´n waves, which was first described by Browning & Priest
(1984). Further numerical studies of the KHI instability for os-
cillating structures in the corona include; flux tubes (Soler et al.
2010), transverse prominence oscillations (Antolin et al. 2015)
and coronal loops (Antolin et al. 2016). In all of these exam-
ples the transverse structure is perturbed, which is of theoretical
and observational significance. Recently, a study of kink oscil-
lations of coronal loops showed a negative correlation between
the quality factor of the oscillations and the amplitude, suggest-
ing the presence of nonlinear effects at moderate to large am-
plitudes, causing real or apparent additional damping (Goddard
& Nakariakov 2016). A similar dependence was found in a nu-
merical study by Magyar & Van Doorsselaere (2016a), in which
non-linear mechanisms such as KHI were found to modify the
damping of the kink mode significantly at large amplitudes.
The specific shape of the transverse non-uniformity is also
responsible for the geometrical dispersion of the fast magnetoa-
coustic waves guided by the loop, which determines the spe-
cific shape of the quasi-periodic rapidly propagating wave trains
(Nakariakov et al. 2004; Me´sza´rosova´ et al. 2014; Yu et al.
2016). These wave trains have recently been detected in the
corona with the EUV imagers (e.g. Liu et al. 2011; Nistico` et al.
2014b), and the full realisation of their seismological potential
requires the knowledge of the transverse profile of the waveg-
uiding plasma nonuniformity.
In understanding the mechanisms and effects discussed
above, as well as the seismology which is based on them, it is im-
portant to understand the transverse and longitudinal loop struc-
ture, combining knowledge of the formation and structure of
coronal loops and the oscillations they exhibit. In this paper we
consider a sufficiently simplified forward modelling procedure
which allows us to test which transverse density profile has the
most evidence for individual loops based on their observed in-
tensity profile using Bayesian inference. In addition, the structur-
ing parameters with the greatest evidence are obtained for each
density model. Our model comparison approach, described in
Section 3, is the same as that described in Pascoe et al. (2017a).
The paper is organised as follows; in Section 2 the observa-
tions and data are described, in Section 3 the forward modelling
and model comparison methods are outlined, in Section 4 the re-
sults are presented, and the discussion and conclusions are given
in Sections 5 and 6.
2. Observations
For this study we are neglecting any time dependent evolution of
the loops. For this reason we use single AIA images at 171, 193
and 211 Å. One set of images was downloaded for each week be-
tween January 2015 and September 2016. Each image was plot-
ted, and loops or threads which appeared monolithic and had a
well contrasted segment were identified. This may be an individ-
ual thread (or strand), which is part of a larger loop bundle, as
long as the width of the thread is sufficient for us to resolved the
cross sectional structure. Two points were selected either side of
the loop at a position which minimised background contamina-
tion from other structures and maximised the intensity contrast.
The intensity was extracted along a line connecting these two
points, and was averaged over a width of 5 pixels. The uncer-
tainty and noise on these intensity profiles are considered to be
unknown and were inferred during the analysis we describe be-
low. This process resulted in 233 loops for further analysis.
We acknowledge that our sample of loops is not unbiased
as loops or threads with a sufficient width to be well resolved
and which had no visible sub-structure were selected. Higher,
or longer, coronal loops are under sampled, due to the increased
noise and reduced intensity contrast making them unsuitable for
our analysis.
It was found that the correlation between the loops inten-
sity profile at 171 Å and the other two wavelengths was low in
general, implying that the structures studied are not generally
multi-thermal over the temperatures sampled by the chosen AIA
passbands (which does not exclude them being multi-thermal
within a narrower temperature range, or threads with different
peak temperatures that are not co-spatial). In general, it did not
appear that the intensity profiles at 193 and 211 corresponded to
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the hotter outer layer counterpart of a cooler core seen in 171,
which is often assumed to be the case in forward modelling (e.g.
Magyar & Van Doorsselaere 2016b; Antolin et al. 2016). For this
reason we do not extend our analysis to the other wavelengths,
and this should be the subject of further study.
3. Method
3.1. Constructed intensity profiles
In this study we consider three models for the cross-sectional
density profile of the coronal loops; the step function profile,
the transition layer profile, and the Gaussian profile as described
and motivated in Pascoe et al. (2017b). The generalised Epstein
profile is not used as the two limits of this profile are well rep-
resented by the transition layer profile and the Gaussian profiles.
In Pascoe et al. (2017b) it was found that the advantage of the
Epstein profile, over the layer profile, as reflected in the Bayes
factor, was negligible.
The step function profile (model S ) is described by an in-
ternal density ρ0, the external density ρe, and a minor radius R.
In this case the transverse density profile ρ prq for a loop with a
cylindrically symmetric cross-section and radial coordinate r is
given by
ρ prq “
"
A, |r| ď RS
0, |r| ą RS , (1)
where A “ ρ0 ´ ρe is the loop density enhancement.
We also consider a Gaussian density profile (model G) given
by
ρ prq “ A exp
˜
´ r
2
2R2G
¸
. (2)
The linear transition layer profile (model L) is given by
ρ prq “
$’&’%
A, |r| ď r1
A
´
1´ r´r1r2´r1
¯
, r1 ă |r| ď r2
0, |r| ą r2
(3)
where r1 “ RL p1´ {2q, r2 “ RL p1` {2q, and  “ l{R is the
transition layer width l normalised to R and defined to be in the
range  P r0, 2s. Examples of the three model density profiles are
given in the right hand panels of Fig. 1 for three of the analysed
loops.
The use of the isothermal approximation allows the intensity
profile to be calculated as the square of the density integrated
along the LOS. We calculate the loop intensity profile numeri-
cally by constructing a 2D density profile for the radial profiles
given in Eqs. (1) – (2) with r “
b
px´ x0q2 ` py´ y0q2, where
x is the coordinate transverse to the loop, with the loop centre at
x0, and y is the coordinate along the LOS.
In addition to the contribution from the loop given by
Eqs. (1)–(2), the density profile also includes a background com-
ponent which is described by a second order polynomial. This
is included to model the emission from the background plasma
and other structures along the LOS. The instrumental PSF is then
applied using a Gaussian kernel with σ “ 1.019 pixels, corre-
sponding to the 171Å SDO/AIA channel (Grigis et al. 2013).
The 2D density profile is constructed with 10 times the resolu-
tion of the observed intensity profile. The model intensity pro-
files (L,G and S ) are then interpolated onto the observational co-
ordinates and compared with the observed intensity profile using
the method outlined below.
3.2. Bayesian inference
We follow the model comparison procedure based on Bayesian
inference and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling de-
scribed in Pascoe et al. (2017a) and applied to a coronal loop
intensity profile in Pascoe et al. (2017b).
For this procedure priors need to be selected for each of the
parameters. An initial least squares fit is performed on the inten-
sity profiles using the forward modelled intensity profile from
density profile L. This allows guess parameters to be obtained,
allowing suitable limits on the priors to be obtained for the x
position, radius and intensity contrast of the loop and the back-
ground polynomial. For the layer profile we prescribe 0 ď  ď 2
according to the definition of our density profile. The prior prob-
ability distributions of all the above parameters are taken to be
constant within the prescribed bounds.
Any two models Mi and M j may be quantitatively compared
using the Bayes factor, defined as
Bi j “ P pD|MiqP pD|M jq , (4)
where the evidences, P pD|Mq are calculated as described in
Pascoe et al. (2017a). To define evidence thresholds the natural
logarithm of this factor, i.e.
Ki j “ 2 ln Bi j, (5)
is considered, where values of Ki j greater than 2, 6 and 10 cor-
respond to “positive”, “strong”, and “very strong” evidence for
model Mi over model M j, respectively. Negative values indicate
evidence for model M j subject to the same thresholds. We con-
sider all permutations of the Bayes factor for Models S , L and
G.
For the purpose of prescribing which model is favoured for
each intensity profile, and to what degree, we define the proba-
bility of a given model using normalisation of the evidence val-
ues as
Pi “ EiES ` EL ` EG , (6)
where Pi and Ei are the probability and evidence for a given
model and ES , EL, and EG are the evidence values for models S,
L and G as described above.
To plot intensity profiles for the models, and plot the dis-
tributions of the parameters of interest, we obtain estimates and
uncertainties for the model values by taking the median and 95th
percentile of the probability distributions for a given parameter.
4. Results
4.1. Model Comparisons
We analysed 233 coronal loops using the method described in
Sect. 2, and obtained Bayes factors, Ki j, and the probability
of each model, Pi, for each loop. Three examples are shown
in Fig. 1. The top row shows a loop for which model L was
favoured. The corresponding Bayes factors and model probabil-
ities are KLS =32.3, KLG=26.6, KGS =5.7 and PL=1.00, PG=0.00,
PS =0.00. On the left is the slit position is plotted in blue, with a
close up of the loop inset. The middle panel is the intensity pro-
file (symbols), and model L (blue line), defined using the medi-
ans of the returned probability distributions for each parameter.
The shaded regions correspond to the 99 % confidence levels
for the intensity with and without the modelled noise (red and
3
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Fig. 1. Examples of loops for which models L (top), G (middle), and S (bottom) were found to best describe the data. Left SDO/AIA
171 Å image of an analysed loop. The blue lines indicates the location of the slits used to generate the transverse intensity profiles.
The white box and inset show a magnified region around the loop. Middle 171 Å EUV intensity profile (symbols) across the
selected loop. Model L (blue line) is plotted, with the model values being the median values from the corresponding probability
distributions. The shaded areas represent the 99% confidence region for the intensity predicted by the model, with (red) and without
(blue) modelled noise.The vertical dotted and dashed lines denote x0 and x0 ˘ R, respectively. Right The returned density profiles
for models S (solid), L (dashed) and G (dotted).
blue respectively). On the right the returned density profiles for
models S (solid), L (dashed) and G (dotted) are plotted.
The middle row shows a loop for which model G was
favoured. The corresponding Bayes factors and model prob-
abilities are KLS =46.5, KLG=-13.5, KGS =60.0 and PL=0.01,
PG=0.99, PS =0.00. The bottom row shows a loop for which
model S was favoured. The corresponding Bayes factors and
model probabilities are KLS =-2.29, KLG=16.5, KGS =-18.4 and
PL=0.24, PG=0.00, PS =0.76. We note that this loop has the
smallest radius, and therefore the lowest spatial information.
In Fig. 2 histograms of the Bayes factors KLS , KGS and KLG
are plotted. The values of KLS are seen to be largely positive,
indicating that Model L is almost always a better model for the
density profile of the coronal loops analysed than Model S , given
4
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Fig. 2. Top row Histograms of the Bayes factor (Ki j) comparisons of Models L, G and S . Bottom row Histograms of the model
probabilities (Pi) calculated from the evidence values for each model.
Table 1. Percentages of cornal loop intensity profiles falling into
three evidence thresholds for each permutation of the Bayes fac-
tor for models L, G and S .
Ki j >2 Ki j >6 Ki j >10
KLS 75 % 58 % 47 %
KS L 4 % 0 % 0 %
KGS 65 % 53 % 45 %
KSG 25 % 25 % 12 %
KLG 42 % 24 % 15 %
KGL 32 % 12 % 5 %
our assumptions. The values of KGS are more evenly distributed
about zero, indicating that the use of Model G over Model S is
not always justified, however there is strong evidence for it in
many cases. Finally, the values of KLG are also distributed about
zero, with a slight bias to positive values, indicating many loops
show strong evidence for either of the profiles over the other.
These results are better quantified by considering the ev-
idence thresholds stated in Sect. 2. These are summarised in
Table 1 for KLS , KLG and KGS . Each permutation of the Bayes
factor is included, with the main result being that in 47 % of
cases there is very strong evidence for model L over model S
and in 45 % of cases very strong evidence for model G over S .
These thresholds can be used to determine which of the three
models is favoured for each loop, and how strongly. In Table 2
percentages of loops falling into each evidence threshold for
each model are listed. For a loop to be counted for a given model
i, and threshold its Bayes factor for the comparison to the other
two models, Bi j and Bik must be greater than the threshold. In
this case there is a competition between models, so only 5 %
Table 2. Rows 1-4 Percentages of coronal loop intensity profiles
falling into three evidence thresholds for each density model.
For a loop to be counted for a given model and threshold it’s
Bayes factor from comparison to both other models, Ki j and Kik,
must be greater than that threshold. Row 5 Summed probability
values (Pi) for each density model, showing how the evidence is
distributed between the three models for our 233 analysed loops.
L G S
>0 44 % 43 % 13 %
>2 25 % 32 % 4 %
>6 8 % 12 % 0 %
>10 5 % 5 % 0 %ř
Pi 101.5 99.4 32.1
of loops have very strong evidence for model L or G over both
other respective models.
The probabilities calculated for each model for each loop,
Pi, can be summed to show how the evidence is distributed be-
tween the three models. These values are 101.5, 99.4 and 32.1
for model L, G and S respectively, given in Table 2. This again
shows the similarly strong evidence for models L and G.
The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows histograms of PL, PG and
PS . The distributions of PL and PG show a significant number
of cases where the respective probabilities are greater than 0.5,
indicating that the corresponding density profile is the favoured
model. The distribution of PS shows that the step function den-
sity profile was unable to produce the observed intensity profile
for the vast majority of cases.
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Fig. 3. Upper Histograms of the normalised layer width  for the
combined thresholds of KLS and KLG given in Tab. 1. Lower The
normalised layer width, , plotted against the loop minor radius
for model L, RL.
4.2. Parameter dependencies
The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows histograms of  for model L for
the different thresholds of KLS and KLG given in Table 2 (red to
orange), and with no threshold (grey). These values correspond
to the median values from the probability distributions of the
parameter. It can be clearly seen that adding the threshold re-
moves the cases where model G was favoured (corresponding to
a higher  for model L), shifting the distribution to lower values.
The cases where model S was favoured are also removed for the
higher thresholds, removing the lower values of . In the lower
panel of Fig. 3  is plotted against the radius for the layer model,
RL, and shows no correlation. The values of RL also corresponds
to the median values of the probability distribution.
The left hand panel of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the
radii for model S , RS . This shows that the sampled loops have
radii peaking at 2 Mm with a number of cases with higher radii.
The middle panel plots RL against RS , where the blue line corre-
sponds to RL=RS and the right panel plots RG against RS , where
the blue line corresponds to RG=RS . This shows that despite the
evidence values for the different models varying the radii for the
different models remain within error. It can be seen that model
G slightly overestimates the radius compared to S and L.
In Fig. 5 KLS , KGS and KLG are plotted against RL, RG and
RL respectively, showing that the spread of Bayes factors in-
crease with loop radius due to the increased spatial information.
It can also be noted that KLS is largely positive, whereas KGS is
more evenly split between positive and negative values, but with
higher values of both. KLG is also more evenly split between pos-
itive and negative values, but with the highest evidence values for
model L (positive KLG).
5. Discussion
Our results show that in the majority of cases there is evidence
for a density profile with an inhomogeneous layer, and in the
majority of loops selected there is enough spatial information to
constrain the size of the inhomogeneous layer, or note a con-
tinually varying profile being preferred. The existence of this
inhomogeneous layer between the high density core and lower
density background is a necessary and sufficient condition for
resonant absorption to occur. It is therefore crucial to the inter-
pretation of transverse loop oscillations in terms of kink oscil-
lations damped by the coupling to Alfve´n waves inside the in-
homogeneous layer, and hence the validity of any seismological
calculations based on this interpretation.
The three cases in Fig. 1 highlight how the different density
profiles considered behave for different loops. For the case where
model L is favoured model S sets the radius to occur halfway
through the inhomogeneous layer and has a correspondingly re-
duced density contrast. Model G tends to overestimate the width
and height of the density profile to match the gradient in the layer
of model L. For the case where model G is favoured model L
reproduces the profile well by minimising the size of the homo-
geneous core. For the case where model S was favoured model
L matches the profile by minimising the size of the inhomoge-
neous layer. Model L tends to model S in the limit  Ñ 0, and
so for these cases the additional parameter, i.e., is redundant
and so model S is naturally preferred in terms of the Bayesian
evidence.
From our results we can see that despite model G being
favoured strongly in some cases model L is the most general
as it can reproduce both model S and G satisfactorily, while pro-
viding additional information where there is evidence for an in-
homogeneous layer and homogeneous core. This is encourag-
ing for seismology being performed with model L (Pascoe et al.
2016a), which is the only density profile for which the full ana-
lytical solutions are known (Hood et al. 2013) for damping via
resonant absorption. However, the many cases in which there
is evidence for very large transition layers (or Gaussian density
profiles), the thin boundary approximation used would no longer
hold. For finite inhomogeneous layers, the damping rate (for the
exponential damping regime) is modified by up to 25 % in com-
parison with the thin boundary approximation (Van Doorsselaere
et al. 2004). This may also have implications for the damping
and dissipation of the Alfve´n waves generated via the resonant
absorption of kink fast magnetoacoustic waves. The transverse
Alfve´n speed profile asociated with the density profile may vary
both the energy dissipation rate and it’s spatial distribution.
The tables and histograms of the Bayes factors Ki j and prob-
abilities Pi show that there are a similar number of cases were
Model L orG are favoured over the other two, with many extend-
ing into the “ very strong ” evidence threshold. From the bottom
6
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the loop minor radius determined by our three models. Left Distribution of the median radii from model S ,
RS .Middle The loop radii from model L, RL, plotted against RS .Right The loop radii from model G, RG, plotted against RS . The blue
lines correspond to RL=RS and RG=RS respectively. The error bars correspond to the 95th percentile.
Fig. 5. Left Bayes factor KLS plotted against loop radius RL. Middle Bayes factor KGS plotted against loop radius RG. Right Bayes
factor KLG plotted against loop radius RL.
panel of Fig. 2, it can be seen that PL is evenly distributed com-
pared to PG, which is more confined to low and high values,
reflecting the higher generality of model L as discussed above.
From the histogram of  the distribution without a thresh-
old (grey) shows that the loops analysed generally have large or
continuous inhomogeneous layers (were modelG was favoured),
in contrast to the typically small boundary layers considered in
numerical modelling. For the first two thresholds the distribu-
tion then centres around l “ R. In Magyar & Van Doorsselaere
(2016a) it was shown that for thick boundary layers ( >0.5)
there is little or no effect on the exponential damping time at
higher amplitudes. However for smaller layers ( <0.5) the am-
plitude can have a strong effect on the observed damping time.
Our results indicate that loops have inhomogeneous layers which
fall on both sides of this threshold, however thicker layers appear
to be far more common.
It should be noted that the cases where model S were
favoured often corresponded to thinner loops or threads with
lower minor radii. This reduction in the spatial information may
cause model S to be favoured irrespective of the actual density
profile. In some cases the background intensity was not fit well
by the second order polynomial, however this is the same for
each profile and is reflected in the 99% confidence levels shown
in the middle panels of Fig. 1. It was found that using higher or-
der polynomials for the background trend could lead to different
models fitting different portions of the intensity profile, invali-
dating their comparison.
Our use of the isothermal approximation means that any tem-
perature variation across the loop that is sufficient to vary the re-
sponse function of the AIA channel analysed will be interpreted
as a density variation. This may have contributed to the preva-
lence of thick or continuous inhomogeneous layers obtained.
However, considering the low correlation between the profiles
seen in 171 Å and the hotter channels, the structures analysed at
171 Å may have a sufficiently narrow temperature distribution,
with separate loops or threads existing in the hotter channels at
similar, but not co-spatial, locations.
An additional complication is the potential presence of un-
resolved substructure in the loops and threads analysed. In this
case the density profiles we obtain relate to the density profiles
of the unresolved threads, and how the filling factor varies as a
function of radius. In the top row of Fig. 1 it is evident that the
analysed loop appears to split into multiple structures towards
the loop top. This may mean that the intensity profile we have
analysed may include several overlapping threads, which affect
the transverse structure we infer, however the number of loops
analysed is sufficiently large to avoid this being the case for all
intensity profiles. Despite these assumptions and complications,
in Pascoe et al. (2017b) an agreement was found between the
seismologically determined value of  and the value inferred
from the intensity profile. Additionally, numerical simulations
of Magyar & Van Doorsselaere (2016b) suggested that highly
multi-threaded, or braided loops could be unstable to transverse
oscillations. Since decayless kink oscillations appear to be ubiq-
uitous (Anfinogentov et al. 2015), this indicates that even if re-
solved loop threads are formed with unresolved substructure,
they may quickly evolve to a more monolithic structure.
7
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6. Conclusions
In summary, we have analysed the intensity cross-section of
coronal loops (and/or threads) observed at 171 Å by SDO/AIA.
In this channel typical non-flaring coronal loops are seen with
the highest clarity and contrast. Assuming an isothermal and
cylindrical cross-section we have inferred the transverse density
structure of the coronal loop plasma which lies within the tem-
perature range corresponding to 171 Å SDO/AIA channel.
Accounting for the instrumental PSF and integration along
the LOS, very strong evidence was found for the existence of
an inhomogeneous layer where the density varies smoothly be-
tween the rarified background plasma and the dense centre of
the loop. In many cases, the width of this layer was high enough
to conclude that the loop does not have a core at all, and has
a continuously varying density which may be better modelled
by a Gaussian profile. This may have implications for the thin
boundary approximation often used in the analytical description
of oscillating loops. Model L is found to be the most general as
it can represent loops with no boundary layer as well as loops
with a continuously varying density profile.
We acknowledge that several assumptions have been made
to obtain these results. The study of multiple wavelengths, and
the inclusion of the instrumental response function and a non-
isothermal model for the loop cross-section require further work.
The potential presence of unresolved sub-structure, and how this
would manifest itself in our observations should also be consid-
ered further. We have also assumed the loop is static during the
exposure time of the instrument. If they oscillate with a period
shorter than the exposure time, or move during the exposure, we
would observe some apparent diffusion of its boundary.
From our analysis it is clear that using a linear boundary
layer density profile, forward modelled to the resulting intensity
profile, produces more information than the Gaussian intensity
profiles typically used to fit and track coronal loops. Even with
simple least squares fitting, when the spatial resolution is suf-
ficient, this profile would provide information about the size of
the inhomogeneous layer compared to the minor radius, and de-
couples the measured minor radius from the intensity contrast.
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